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The Showdown 
Specialized Mtn Liner Club Ride Air Liner 

$88.00 $89.95 
Overview 

Bib liners look comparable from the front. Very similar inseams, low front rise & bib strap shape. Very close retail price. 

 
 

Materials 
95% Polyester / 5% Spandex 84% Polyester / 16% Lycra 

Comments 
When trying on the liners, the lack of stretch in the bib caused tightness on the 
hips and legs. The low rise helped with an exit strategy in the bathroom… 
however, it was very challenging to pull all the way down. 

The material combo allows for a lot of stretch and compression. The garment fits 
comfortably over legs and hips. The exit strategy for the bathroom was easy. 
The bibs felt comfortable due to the stretch over the shoulders. 

 
Construction 

“Single-needle” sewing – a 3-4mm strip of fabric on the inside of the garment on 
all sewing edges, which is a non-stretch construction that may cause abrasion.  

“Flat Lock” or “Cover Stitch” on entire garment – this allows for flat seams on all 
inside edges of bib liner. Allows the garment to stretch. 

      
 

Chamois 
“Entry-level” body geometry mtn chamois. No gel in pad. Feels like the pad 

would compress & flatten after multiple uses. 
Anti-microbial gel insert that reduces vibration. Perforated air hold for cooling & 

breathability. Very elastic. 10mm pad. 

 
Overall Conclusion 

The Club Ride Air Liner is the winner! Why? Better chamois pad, construction & fit. The Specialized SWAT system has a triple back pocket & side storage pocket. 
1. Reaching under a shirt to grab items poses a problem because they may be hard to find. 
2. Side pockets for a phone seems like a dangerous place in case of a crash. Bye, bye phone! Club Ride Air Liner phone pocket is on upper portion of bib 

strap – out of the way & not likely to get damaged from a minor crash. 
Some statements from a blog:  
“Admittedly, we don’t like the idea of crashing with all those spares strapped so close to our body, so try to keep it upright!” 
“They look quite good, but I can fit most of that stuff in my compact saddle bag.” 
“When it comes to accessing the gear in my pockets, we noticed this was best done when stopped.” 
“Fishing around for things while in strange & somewhat awkward positions with your arms doesn’t go over too well while moving.” 
“Can’t imagine the haematoma a multitool stuck deep in your thigh is going to cause…” 
 


